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Application Brief

Test Challenges:
- Creating a thermal profile of a device under test
- Making mixed-signal measurements
Overview

There are a number of data acquisition (DAQ) systems available on the market today. Still, developing a test system for switching and measurements can be quite challenging. That’s because when designing automated tests, engineers need to consider a range of factors, like the I/O with the controller, measurement capabilities, speed, and switching choices.

See our test challenges below to learn how the Keysight Technologies 34970A and 34972A DAQ systems can provide you the versatility, powerful functionality and cost-effectiveness you need to design modern test systems. Also, gain additional insight into a range of design considerations, comparisons to PXI systems and test optimizations; all useful information, regardless of whether you are developing a new system or simply trying to optimize a 34970A/34972A DAQ system.

---

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Creating a thermal profile of a DUT</th>
<th>Making mixed-signal measurements</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>You want to create a thermal profile of your Device-Under-Test (DUT). The temperature range is relatively narrow and the fastest rate at which you will sample the data is about 1 sample every 5 seconds. Accuracy is the most important parameter in your measurement. Consequently, you’ve decided to use a Resistance Temperature Detector (RTD) because it provides the most accurate temperature measurements. To eliminate lead resistance errors, you need a 4-wire measurement that compensates for lead resistance. The 34970A and 34972A DAQ systems feature a built-in Digital Multimeter (DMM) that work easily with RTD arrays. With built-in signal conditioning, the Keysight Technologies DAQ systems can simplify your DAQ wiring and electronics. You can even use a software program to gather and visualize your data.</td>
<td>Mixed-signal measurements are a common requirement for any test system. In one DAQ system alone, you might measure temperature, flow pressure and high voltages. Making these measurements accurately and efficiently requires a versatile and powerful DAQ system. Using the versatile 34970A DAQ system, or even the newer 34972A DAQ system, you can easily scan high voltage (up to 300 V) points and have a combination of different low voltage points, sensitive transducers and RF signals—all in the same system.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
A cost-effective solution

Often developers use PXI or VXI when designing DAQ systems. However, if you are starting a new system design, you should be aware of the true costs associated with PXI as compared to a 34970A/34972A DAQ system.

With an existing PXI/VXI system, the only consideration is the module cost, which can range anywhere from $500 to greater than $2000 USD. When starting a new system design, the cost of the mainframe, cables, interface hardware, and software must be taken into account.

To compare the cost between the two scenarios, consider a configuration with 120 single-ended channels. A 34972A with this configuration will cost less than $4,000 USD, including the I/O connection to a PC via a readily available USB or LAN cable. In contrast, a new PXI switch system with the same configuration will easily exceed $6,000 USD, and require the purchase of a card cage, MXI-4 cable and an I/O card for the PC, in addition to switch cards for the 120 single-ended channels.

Overcoming the I/O challenge

The number of instruments used in a test system often places a heavy burden on the digital input and output (I/O) between the system computer, usually a PC, and the test equipment. One of the best ways to cope with a high volume of I/O traffic—commands, status messages, and test data—is to employ LAN or USB technology. Both are fast, open and low-cost solutions for system I/O and should be considered when designing a new test system. USB and LAN are standard on the 34972A DAQ system.

For systems locked into using GPIB or legacy RS-232, the 34970A DAQ system offers its full support. GPIB and RS-232 are less common on newer systems due to the low cost-of-entry for LAN and USB. None the less, GPIB is a proven I/O standard and has been in use in industrial systems for over 20 years. RS-232 is still in use for low-cost controllers that do not have the other I/Os mentioned.

DAQ measurements with a DMM

Data loggers like the Keysight 34970A and 34972A DAQ systems use highly accurate, integrating analog-to-digital (A/D) voltmeters to measure the various inputs routed to them via multiplexer cards. The 34970A and 34972A, for example, employ a 6½-digit DMM with a noise floor equivalent to the Effective Number of Bits (ENOB) to 1 bit out of 24 (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Shown here is the 34970A DAQ system with built-in 6½ digit DMM.
If you do not need a full 6½ digits (24 bits) of resolution, you can select a shorter integration time, although the noise rejection may suffer as a result. Most integrated A/D voltmeters also have an auto-zero function that measures an internal short between each measurement to compensate for offset drift in the A/D.

Because the 34970A and 34972A feature a built-in DMM, you gain all of the measurement benefits associated with the 6½-digit DMM, including the ability to measure up to 300 V and down to microvolts. This wide voltage range allows you to mix very sensitive transducers with very high voltage data points.

Since a DMM has the intrinsic ability to make 4-wire-ohms measurements, it can accurately measure RTD sensors (Figure 2). Using a current source along with a remotely sensed digital voltmeter eliminates the additional lead resistance in your measurement. Since no current flows through the voltage sense leads, there is no IR drop in the leads and thus, no lead resistance error in the measurement.

The 34970A/34972A modules can switch from microvolts to 300 volts, DC to 2 GHz, and with densities as high as 120 single-ended channels or 96 matrix cross-points per frame. Simple control capabilities like analog outputs, open collector digital outputs and isolated Form-C relays for controlling higher-powered devices are also available. Built in signal conditioning simplifies conversion electronics and allows for higher accuracy and resolution measurements.

**Measurement tip**

To reduce measurement errors:

- Group all similar measurements together. For example, put all thermocouple measurements in adjacent channels, then place DCV inputs together, next place all ACV inputs together, and so on, as this will minimize time-consuming function changes.
- If possible, match input levels so that time-consuming range changes are minimized. For example, group all DCV measurements on the 1-V range.
- To eliminate range and function changes completely, convert all inputs to a single type, like DC volts, and ensure they can be read on the same range, such as the 10-volt range.
- Terminate all 4-20 mA loops in 250 ohms, converting current into voltage.

Concerned with AC measurements?

Measuring Root Mean Square (RMS) values is more complicated than it first appears, so why do we bother? The answer is simple. True RMS is the only AC voltage reading that does not depend on the shape of the signal. In fact, often times it is the most useful measurement for real-world waveforms. If accurate RMS measurements are important to you and you are likely to run into pulse trains and other complicated signals, then a true RMS meter is the only solution. The 34970A/34972A offers the same True RMS measurements found in the best selling 34401A DMM.
Optimizing measurement and transactional speed

If accuracy is secondary to measurement and transactional speed, here are a few points to consider:

**Transactional speed:**
The data acquisition system also spends time parsing commands, controlling auto-ranging, updating the display, and in the case of thermocouple measurements, measuring thermocouple reference junctions and converting thermocouple voltage readings into temperature. These activities all take time. By carefully considering each of these functions, and eliminating those that won’t affect required system accuracy, you can substantially improve measurement time.

If you are using LAN and need to reduce the transaction latency, you can optimize LAN transactions by concatenating multiple commands in the same string. For example, sending “ROUT:CLOS (@1001); ROUT:OPEN (@1001); ROUT:OPEN?(@1001),” will send three commands in a single string to the DAQ system. Rather than using three different transactions, which include transaction time and latency, sending only one single transactional command can save you 50% of the transaction time.

**Measurement speed:**
If you are trying to optimize your measurement speed, there are a number of system overhead settings that you can change. By default, the 34970A/34972A is made to be usable from the front panel and is designed to be user friendly and readable. To get faster readings, simply turn off the display to reduce the processing overhead required to drive the display and buttons.

Choosing the Right Multiplexer

Multiplexers consist of multiple switches combined so that any one channel is connected to a common output at any given time (Figure 3). Scan speed is affected by the type of switches used in the multiplexer. Electro-mechanical armature relays are rugged and can handle relatively large voltages and currents. Armature relays handle the highest magnitudes, but are relatively slow and only able to switch at a rate of 60 channels per second. Reed relays carry less current, but are faster and are often used in data acquisition scanners. The scanning rate for reed multiplexers is 250 channels per second for the 34970A/34972A.

Summary

Using a versatile and powerful DAQ system like the 34970A or 34972A, you can easily and cost-effectively design automated tests. A built-in DMM enables the 34970A/34972A to measure the various inputs routed to them via multiplexer cards. Following a few simple measurement tips users can optimize the instruments for throughput, scanning speed, or accuracy. Thanks to the 34970A/34972A DAQ system, designing automated tests has never been easier.
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